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We assume that individuals can update their beliefs about
income distribution by contacting with other individuals — his
friends

The more friends one has, the more information

The equilibrium tax rate and public good production depend
on the state of the economy, and on the number of friends
each person has
How does the density of social connections affects the
political equilibrium?

Which states of the economy are more likely: ones in which
more social connections lead to higher taxes?
Or ones in which more social connections lead to lower taxes?
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Social capital: Capacity of individuals for trust, voluntary
association, and civic-minded behavior

Correlated with economic development, political and financial
institutions, etc
Is, in turn, shaped by historic legacy, economic conditions,
education, and perhaps other things
Empirical studies have shown that income inequality and social
polarization reduce trust and civic cooperation (Bjornskov
2006, 2008; Keefer and Knack, 1997)

We believe an opposite, reverse effect is possible

Social contacts allow individuals to get more precise
information about income distribution and income inequality,
affecting redistribution preferences
If high-income states of the world are rare, redistribution will
likely be lower when voters have precise information about
income inequality in the economy
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An example

2 groups of voters: low-income of size s ∈ (0, 1) and
high-income of size 1 − s

2 states of the world. State 2 is more probable, in that state
the size of the low-income group is larger than in State 1 by
v > 0

State 1 State 2

Probability 1

2
− x 1

2
+ x

s 1

2

1

2
+ v

Ex ante size of low-income group: se = 1

2
+ v

2
+ xv

We have 1

2
< se <

1

2
+ v

If state is revealed,
With probability 1

2
− x , it is State 1, and mean income is

adjusted upwards: more redistribution
With probability 1

2
+ x > 1

2
, it is State 2, and mean income is

adjusted downwards: less redistribution
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Anectodal evidence

Our logic may explain some empirical regularities

Home ownership has been associated with various aspects of
social capital such as group membership and church
attendance (Di Pasquale and Glaezer, 1999; Dietz and Haurin,
2003). At the same time, home owners are less supportive of
redistribution (Andre and Dewilde, 2014)

Municipalities with higher share of home owners spend less,
particularly on welfare (Di Pasquale and Glaezer, 1999),
controlling for other variables such as education, income, and
demographics

This is not the only explanation, as lifetime spending patterns
for owners and nonowners may differ

Testing this conjecture on cross-country level is difficult
because of a large number of confounding factors
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Perception of income (or wealth) inequality is subjective

People do not have an accurate perception of income
distribution.

The degree of income or wealth inequality is sometimes
underestimated.

Subjective perception of wealth distribution, USA.
Source: Norton and Ariley (2011).
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Perception of income inequality is subjective

Cruces, Truglia, and Tetaz (2011)

Assesment of one’s relative income is a statistical inference
problem. Perception bias depends on income.
Fernandez-Albertos and Kuo (2015)

Perception of income depends on social contacts: average
income within neighborhood, and on the income of person’s
contacts

Respondents who were told that their position is lower than
they had preferred more redistributive policies

Gimpelson and Treisman (2015)

Countries differ on subjective perception of inequality

Sometimes, perceived inequality is higher than actual

Perceived inequality is more important than actual inequality
when it comes to policy preferences

Introduction



Actual (horizontal axis) vs. perceived Gini

Source: Gimpelson and Treisman (2015).
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Preferences for redistribution are heterogeneous

Own income, mean income: Romer (1975), Meltzer and
Richards (1981)

Socio-demographic characteristics, ethnicity and religion:
Sapienza, Zingales, and Guizo (2006)

History of economic trauma: Alesina and Giuliano (2011);
Margalit (2013)

Preferences in an immigrant’s country of origin: Luttmer and
Singhal (2011)

Exposure to a Communist society: Alesina and
Fuchs-Schuendeln (2007)

Belief whether income is caused by effort or by luck: Fong
(2001), Alesina and Angeletos (2005)

Past experience and future prospects of income mobility:
Piketty (1995), Benabou and Ok (2001)

Distrust in governmen: Kuziemko et. al. (2015)

Heterogeneous preferences for public goods, unequal
redistribution

Introduction



Modelling assumptions

A median-voter model a la Romer (1975) or Meltzer and
Richards (1981).

Flat tax rate, tax proceeds are used to produce public good

Preferences toward public good are heterogeneous

Voters may not be fully informed about income distribution

The voter may not have any additional information, relying on
her prior knowledge of income distribution
The voter may learn some information by observing the income
of one’s social contact(s)

Introduction



The model

A continuum of individuals i ∈ I = [0, 1], endowed with
income yi = (1 − i)y0 + iy1, with 0 < y0 < y1

Denote by ŷs the mean income in state s

Let P be a family of distributions on [0, 1], indexed by state of
the world s ∈ S = [0, 1]

In state s, individuals are distributed among income groups
according to distribution Ps

∫

h(i)dPs(i) is continuously increasing in s for any continuous,
strictly increasing h(·)
Ps first-order stochastically dominates Ps′ whenever s > s ′

Higher s — high-income states

The model



The model

s is a random variable on [0, 1] with distribution F (·) and
differentiable density f (·)
Let ȳ the random, ex ante mean income if s is not known

Assume that ŷsm ≤ E [ȳ ], where sm is the median value of s

More often then not, the ex post mean income is not larger
than the ex ante mean income

For example, high-income states are less frequent than
low-income states

The model



Example

y0 = 0 and y1 = 1

f (s) = 2 − 2s. Median state is sm = 1 −
√

2/2

ps(i) = 2 − s − 2i(1 − s) be the density of Ps

s = 0: density from 2 to 0 over [0, 1]
s = 1: uniform distribution

Mean income in state s: ŷs =
1

3
+ s

6

ŷsm ≃ 0.38, but E [ȳ ] = Es [ŷs ] =
4

9
≃ 0.44

The model



Individual payoffs

Everyone’s incomes are taxed at a flat rate t ∈ [0, 1], to
produce public good with linear technology

After-tax income is consumed as private good

Individuals care about private and public good:

U(t, y) = ψ(y(1 − t)) + γE [φ(tȳ)]

φ′(x) > 0, φ′′(x) < 0, and φ′(0) = ∞, same for ψ(·)
Relative risk aversion with respect to the consumption of
public good is smaller than unity: φ′(x) + xφ′′(x) > 0

γ is individual-specific, distributed with G (γ), g(γ) > 0 on
[0,∞)

The model



Low social capital

s is not known

The preferences of individuals with respect to t are
single-peaked. In state s, the fraction of individuals who prefer
tax rate no higher than t is equal to

H̄0
s (t) =

∫

G

(

yiψ
′(yi (1 − t))

E [ȳφ′(tȳ)]

)

dPs(i)

t̄0
s solution to H̄0

s (t) =
1

2

The model



Limited social capital

Each person has K randomly drawn social contacts whose
incomes he knows. Bayes rule is used to update distribution of
s

The preferences of individuals with respect to t are
single-peaked. In state s, the fraction of individuals who prefer
tax rate no higher than t is equal to

H̄K
s (t) =

∫ ∫

G

(

yiψ
′(yi (1 − t))

E [ȳφ′(tȳ)|J]

)

dPK
s (J)dPs(i)

where PK
s is the joint distribution function of K draws from

distribution Ps .

t̄K
s solution to H̄K

s (t) = 1

2

The model



High social capital

High social capital: s is known by everyone

The preferences of individuals with respect to t are
single-peaked. In state s, the fraction of individuals who prefer
tax rate no higher than t is equal to

Ĥs(t) =

∫

G

(

yiψ
′(yi (1 − t))

ŷsφ′(tŷs)

)

dPs(i)

t̂s solution to Ĥs(t) =
1

2

The model



Taxes and s

Lemma

The median tax rate t̄0
s is strictly decreasing in s.

Low social capital: Each individual of a given income and given
preference for public good γ demands the same tax rate in
each state of the world

If s increases, the median tax rate drops, because high-income
individuals always demand lower taxes

Limited social capital: an opposing effect is present

Each individual, given her level of income, will demand a
higher tax rate if the average income increases, due to higher
income of one’s social contacts
Same for high social capital

Whether the first effect will dominate depends on the exact
shape of the utility and distribution functions

The model



Median tax rates for different values of K and for known s
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s

t̄
K s
,t̂

s

K = 0
K = 1
K = 5
K = 15
s is known

Two income groups, i = 0 and i = 1, with s being the share of
the high-income group

s is Beta-distributed with a = 1 and b = 2

φ(x) = x0.4, ψ(x) = x0.7, G (x) = 1 − exp(−x)
The model



Taxes under low vs. high social calital

Lemma

There exists s̃ ∈ (0, 1), given by

ŷs̃φ
′(tŷs̃) = E [ȳφ′(tȳ)],

with t̂s > t̄0
s if s > s̃, t̂s = t̄0

s if s = s̃, and t̂s < t̄0
s if s < s̃.

ŷsφ
′(tŷs) is the marginal utility of public good consumption

with respect to tax rate in state s; it is increasing in s

If s is large, then ŷs in the economy is higher than expected ex

ante

In that case, if an individual is able to learn about the actual
income distribution, then he will prefer a higher tax rate

An increase in the tax rate will translate into a greater increase
in public consumption
But the same as before decrease in private consumption

Same when s is small
The model



Main result I

Let
T̂ = P(t̄0

s ≥ t̂s) = F (s̃)

be the probability that s is such that taxes are higher under low
rather than high social capital. Then

Theorem

For each y0 there exists Y > y0 such that for all y1 ∈ (y0,Y ) we

have T̂ > 1

2
.

So, more often than not, taxes are higher if social capital is low. At
least when income distribution is egalitarian enough.

The model



Main result I

Why is this so?

If y0 is close to y1, the ex ante expected income should be
extremely close to the mean income in state s̃

ŷs̃ − E [ȳ ] will be be small compared to y1 − y0

As a result, we will have limy0→y1
P̂s̃ = P̄ where Ps is the

mean income group in state s

But, by assumption, we have P̂sm ≤ P̄

The model



Low vs intermediate social capital

Let
TK = P(t̄0

s ≥ t̄K
s )

As the number K of social contacts increases, the individuals
become increasingly well-informed about the distribution of
income.

The expected marginal utilities of public good converge in
probability to the true value of marginal utility

Median tax rates converge as well

Lemma

With probability 1, s is such that median tax rates t̄K
s converge

pointwise to t̂s as K → ∞.

Consequence of implicit function theorem applied to function spaces

The model



Main result II

Theorem

There exists Y > y0 and KY > 0 such that for all y1 ∈ (y0,Y )
and K > KY we have TK > 1

2
.

So, for high enough social capital, we get the same result as for the
case when s is known.

The model



Low values of K

Do results similar to Theorems 1 and 2 hold for low values of K?

Distributions P and F must be such that the conditional
expected marginal utility E [ȳφ′(tȳ)|J] is monotonic with
respect to the observed income group of one’s social contact(s)

Otherwise, a person whose social contact comes from a high
income group will not necessarily be more inclined toward a
higher tax rate than a person of the same income whose
contact comes from a low-income group

Our assumptions about first-order stochastic dominance do
not guarantee monotonicity of expected marginal utility

The model



Low values of K

What is sufficient for E [ȳφ′(tȳ)|J] to be monotonic when K = 1?

The ex ante distribution of income groups should be
sufficiently uniform

The difference between the sizes of high-income and
low-income groups should increase with s

The distribution of the states of the world should be uniform
as well

Assumption

Distribution functions Ps have densities that are twice

differentiable in j and s with

∂2ps(j)

∂s∂j
> 0 (1)

and p(j) = 1. Moreover, f (s) = 1.

The model



K = 1

Theorem

If the above assumption is satisfied, then, for each y0 there

exists Y > y0 such that for all y1 ∈ (y0,Y ) we have T1 >
1

2
.

If y1 is sufficiently close to y0, then H̄1
s (t) is approximately

linear in P̂s

H̄0
s (t) should be equal to H̄1

s (t) with P̄ substituted for P̂s

If the assumption is satisfied, the coefficient for P̂s should be
negative, so, for all s that are below the median value, we
should have H̄1

s (t) > H̄0
s (t) and t̄0

s > t̄1
s .

The model



Probability that tax is higher if social capital is low

0 5 10 15

0.56

0.565

0.57

0.575
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K

P
(t̄

0 s
>

t̄
K s
)

Maximum is not necessarily at K = 1
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Comparing to other literature

Alesina and Rodrik (1994) and Persson and Tabellini (1994):
Income distribution is known

Benabou and Ok (2001)

How the translation of current into future income affects
redistributive preferences?
All voters have the same information about the distribution of
mean future income, unlike here

Piketty (1995)

Individuals are uncertain about how their efforts translate into
the probability of moving to a different income bracket next
period: “Political dynasties”
The shares of low and high income individuals, as well as their
incomes, are taken to be observable at every moment

The model



Testing the model’s assumptions

From our assumptions it follows that high social capital
countries will be better informed about the distribution of
income in the economy and income inequality

In particular, information about income distribution should be
affected by the degree of trust toward and the quality of
relationship with the people who form an immediate circle of
contacts outside one’s own family

Empirical strategy



The data

Social Capital: Wave 5 of World Values Survey, 2004-2009
1 “Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be

trusted or that you need to be very careful in dealing with
people?”

2 Do you trust people you know personally? People you meet for
the first time? People of another nationality/religion?

3 Are friends/family/leisure/politics/work important in life?

Ethnic fractionalization index (Alesina et. al. 2003),
population, log per capita GNI, openness of the economy
(World Bank WDI)

Gini coefficients from Standardized World Income Inequality
Database, version 5.1

Empirical strategy



Income distribution, real and perceived

We use data from International Social Survey Project

Calculate Gini coefficients for each answer, assuming incomes
1–7

Obtain country averages — the subjective Gini coefficients

Empirical strategy



The empirical model

We estimate the following OLS regression to predict the difference
di between actual and subjective Gini coefficients:

di = α+ βXi + ui

The squared residuals ûi were then regressed, by OLS, against a
measure of social capital:

ûi = γ + δZi + vi (2)

Empirical strategy



Estimation results

Difference between actual and predicted Gini
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Estimation results

Squared residual and quadratic prediction
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Estimation results

ee_sq ee_sq ee_sq ee_sq ee_sq
Fractionalization 0.009∗ 0.002 0.006 0.009 0.009∗

(2.09) (0.67) (1.43) (2.02) (2.07)
Important: Family 0.022

(0.69)
Important: Friends -0.049∗∗∗

(-4.56)
Important: Leisure -0.031∗

(-2.11)
Important: Politics 0.004

(0.42)
Important: Work 0.020

(1.38)
Constant -0.020 0.041∗∗∗ 0.024∗ -0.001 -0.016

(-0.67) (4.62) (2.16) (-0.23) (-1.30)
Observations 36 36 36 36 36
pvalue 0.119 0.000 0.022 0.138 0.063

t statistics in parentheses
∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001

Empirical strategy



Estimation results

ee_sq ee_sq ee_sq ee_sq ee_sq
Fractionalization 0.002 0.012∗ 0.014∗ 0.014∗ 0.014∗

(0.41) (2.16) (2.26) (2.29) (2.29)
Trust (generalized) -0.005

(-1.08)
Trust: Personally -0.026∗

(-2.12)
Trust: First time -0.016

(-1.45)
Trust: An. religion -0.013

(-1.38)
Trust: An. nationality -0.015

(-1.55)
Constant 0.004 0.019∗ 0.006 0.007 0.008

(1.75) (2.11) (1.39) (1.34) (1.50)
Observations 35 25 24 25 24
pvalue 0.442 0.020 0.038 0.049 0.035

t statistics in parentheses
∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001

Empirical strategy



Conclusion

If voters are Bayesian, revealing information about income
distribution to the public is likely to result in less public good
production

Conventional wisdom: “Taxes are low, because people
underestimate inequality.” Doesn’t hold in general, or for
rational voters

If contacts are assortative?

Less information is revealed — resulting taxes may be higher
We expect Theorem to hold, as voters are Bayesian rational

Policy implications: Governments can vary the amount of
infomation about income distribution and income inequality
that they make publically available.

More often than not, such policy will lead to voters preferring
lower tax rates.

Conclusion



Thank you!

Thank you!
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